BOOK NOW AND OBTAIN UNIQUE CONCESSIONS

BOOK BY SEPTEMBER 30TH, AND BRING YOUR PROGRAM FROM NOW UNTIL DECEMBER 2020

2018 IRRESISTIBLE PERKS

- 1 hour complimentary welcome reception with selected canapes
- 5hrs of DJ performance for one private group event
- 1:40 Upgrades on a cumulative basis
- 1:40 Complimentary rooms on a cumulative basis
- 2 complimentary massages during official dates
- Complimentary WiFi internet connection throughout the property for Groups booked during need/value dates. Special $5 add-on for WiFi for groups booked during dates not designated as need/value dates
- Double Marriott Points for the Event Organizer (up to 100,000)

In addition to the above, for 2019 & 2020 get the following concessions:
- 2% rebate to the master group account (rooms)
- Enhancements items for the AM and PM Coffee break*
- Complimentary live food stations for one private group meal function (up to 4 stations)
- Mexican Chic lounge décor for one private event

REQUEST A PROPOSAL TO YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE

rocio.juarez@marriotthotels.com

Terms & Conditions
Offer is applicable to groups over 150 room nights contracted before September 30th, 2018. Above European Plan group rates are subject to applicable taxes. The Complimentary Welcome Cocktail must take place prior to a dinner and includes domestic Open Bar and Chef’s Choice Hour D’Oeuvres, excludes audiovisual, entertainment and any other service not specified. Lighting, décor or AV equipment is not included as part of the DJ performance. One complimentary upgrade will be granted to the next room category per every 40 guestrooms paid per night at group rate. One complimentary room night per every 40 paid on a cumulative basis. Duration of complimentary massages is 50 Mins. Complimentary WiFi will be on a shared basis, charges may apply for a dedicated service. Marriott Reward Points are applicable for groups with room revenue greater than $50,000usd. The 2% master account rebate will be calculated on the actualized guestroom revenue rental before applicable taxes. *The Coffee Break enhancements refer to add two items from the following: Seasonal Fruits, sliced and whole, JW famous cookies, Crudité with buttermilk ranch dressing, Tropical trail mix. Important: Morning or Afternoon Break must be purchased to add these items. Live Food stations refer to a Chef’s service for the duration of the event, your menu selection must be buffet starting from a 50 people guarantee. Mexican Chic Décor includes furniture and décor accents at hotel’s discretion, lighting and entertainment is not included. This offer is subject to availability, cannot be combined with any other promotion and can change without notice. The concessions above do not have monetary value and cannot be substituted. This offer is not combinable with other promotions. Need/Value Dates: April, May, June, September and October 2018